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Background 1/2
▶ Lack of entry in PP (Jääskeläinen and Tukiainen, 2019; Tukiainen and Halonen, 2020)
▶ Entry correlates negatively with prices paid (see e.g. Jääskeläinen and Tukiainen, 2019;
Hyytinen, Lundberg and Toivanen, 2018; Kang and Miller, 2017)
▶ The connection seems to be causal as suggested by standard auction theory
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Background 2/2
▶ Policymakers often want to enhance entry for using public money as efficiently as possible
(Anderson, Kovacic and Müller, 2011; Commission, 2017)
▶ Multiple approaches: procurement design, reservation prices, reducing entry costs, etc.
▶ Increasing actual entry seems more efficient than increasing potential entry

▶ The case of Nacka (municipality in Sweden):
▶ Since mid-2016 Nacka adopted a new purchasing policy
▶ Goals: Market friendly procurement, maximal value for tax money
▶ Policy instruments: Dialogue with potential bidders well in advance (but also during and
after), category management (planning and prioritizing projects, informing the market),
designing documents to make bidding easier
▶ These policy actions try to decrease entry costs so that more potential bidders would bid
▶ Diff-in-diff estimates: 1 additional bidder as a result (implies significant cost savings)
(Tukiainen and Halonen, 2020)
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This paper
▶ Can we increase cost savings of an entry cost reducing policy by targeting the policy when
it is needed the most (when expected entry is really low)?
▶ Approach:
1. Modelling the value of a policy
2. Entry prediction
▶ I use the concept of value of information (VoI) (Howard, 1966; Gollier, 2001)
▶ VoI incorporates predictive signals to decision making to quantify economic value
▶ I use machine learning (ML) for predicting which potential bidders will enter (submit a bid)
▶ ML is designed for predictive tasks (Athey and Imbens, 2019; Athey, 2017, 2019;
Mullainathan and Spiess, 2017)
▶ This is a prediction policy problem (Kleinberg et al., 2015, 2018)
▶ This is a prospective policy analysis (Heckman, 2000)
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Data sources and description
▶ Cloudia (Jun 2010-Sep 2017): identities of bidders and potential bidders, procurement
characteristics (25 relevant variables)
▶ Industry: Sand and gravel products
▶ Two similar cpv codes
▶ Used mostly for foundations of roads and buildings
▶ 27 tenders (about 200 objects each) with mean costs around 113,000 EUR
▶ About 17,000 observations at potential bidder (N) level

▶ Statistics Finland: firm level balance sheet data (36 relevant variables)
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Overview 1/2
▶ The procurer is the decision-maker
▶ Policy decision α = {no policy = 0, policy = 1}
▶ Attracts potential bidders to submit a bid to a procurement object, but it is costly
▶ Decision is made after publishing the tender, but before entry
▶ Subject to uncertainty upon the number of actual bidders n that would emerge without any
policy intervention
▶ Increasing n → diminishingly smaller procurement costs
▶ Large n → savings from increasing n might not offset policy costs
▶ The idea is to calculate and compare expected values of different policy approaches
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Decision maker’s utility
(
∗

U(n ) =

V − W (n∗ ) − cN,
V − W (n∗ ),

α=1
α = 0,

(1)

where
▶ max U = min procurement costs
▶ V is the social value of procurement
▶ W (n∗ ) = winning bid as a function of actual bidders n∗ (estimated from data)
▶ The number of actual bidders depends on policy:
(
z = n + ∆n, α = 1
∗
n =
n,
α = 0,
▶ ∆n = z − n is the number of additional bidders the policy induces
▶ Policy costs c over potential bidders N (we don’t observe c, so we try multiple values)

(2)
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Probabilities and predictions
▶ We need prior probabilities for each possible outcome: n, ∆n and z
▶ For n: Φ0 , distribution obtained from historical data (blue on the left)
▶ For ∆n: Pr [∆n], non-linear decreasing distribution based on Nacka results
▶ For z: Φ1 , above two combined with statistical convolution (orange on the left)

▶ We also have predictive signals m, that appear with probability qm , and update priors to
0
1
more accurate posterior probabilities pm
and pm
(all produced by ML, details omitted)
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Cost savings and value of information
▶ V0 =

PN

ϕ0n∗ U(n∗ )

▶ V1 =

PN

ϕ1n∗ U(n∗ )

n∗

n∗

▶ V prior = maxα∈(0,1)
▶ V ML =

PN

m

PN

n∗

∗
ϕα
n∗ U(n )

h
i
PN α
∗
qm maxα∈(0,1) n∗ pmn
∗ U(n )

▶ Relative cost savings: C ML =

V ML −V 0
V −V 0

▶ Value of entry information: C ML − C prior
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Predicting entry
▶ ML pipeline (Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2009) for predicting which potential bidders will
submit a bid (Binary classification):
▶
▶
▶
▶

Splitting data into training and testing (70/30)
Preprocessing and scaling data
Model tuning and training
Model evaluation with unseen test data

▶ Random forest algorithm
▶ Aggregates hundreds of classification trees
▶ Binary predictions are aggregated to procurement object level
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Predictability of Entry

▶ Out-of-sample accuracy = 85%
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Additional results
▶ Policy could be significantly less effective and still be feasible with ML
▶ We can use simpler classifiers (logit) to get similar results
▶ We can get almost the same results when using data only from Cloudia
▶ The results are cpv specific. They are sensitive to estimated W (n∗ ), which varies across
cpv codes. The same exercise with about 2000 different cpv codes (cpv fixed effects)
leads to significantly lower cost savings (less than 1%) in total. –> these tools are useful
in some procurement, but not all.
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Conclusion
▶ We can generate significant 1-3 % additional procurement cost savings with targeting
policy where it is needed the most (using ML). Entry information has value.
▶ Results hold for moderate policy implementation costs. If policy is very cheap or expensive,
ML doesn’t help.
▶ We don’t have information on true policy costs (e.g. from Nacka), but our estimates seem
plausible.

▶ Industry matters
▶ Reality could entail more complexity with implementation. Nevertheless, this could be
experimented and developed with procurement practitioners.
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